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Abstract. Many studies have examined invasion resistance in plant communities, but few
have explored the mechanisms of invasion and how subsequent community reassembly affects
community functioning. Using natural dispersal and deliberate seed addition into grassland
communities with different compositional and richness histories, we show that invaders
establish in a nonrandom manner due to negative effects of resident functional groups on
invading species from the same functional group. Invaders hence complement communities
with originally low richness levels. Consequently, communities converge toward similar levels
of species richness, high functional richness, and evenness, but not always maximum
productivity. Invasion processes are faster but qualitatively similar when the effect of chance,
in the form of dispersal stochasticity, is reduced by seed addition. Thus, dispersal limitation
may inﬂuence community assembly, but it does not override functionally predictable assembly
mechanisms. Some of the most productive communities prior to invasion are unstable in the
face of invasion, leading to decreased productivity following invasion. We suggest that
invasion into such communities occurs possibly because a pathogen-free niche is available
rather than a resource niche. Thus, pathogens in addition to resource niches may be important
biological drivers of community assembly.
Key words: biodiversity–productivity relationship; community stability; dispersal limitation; ecosystem
functioning; invasion resistance; invasiveness; negative feedback; neutral theory; nonrandom invasion; species
richness.

INTRODUCTION
Biology, chance, and history must all play some role
in community assembly. For example, in order to
successfully establish in a new community, a potential
invader must ﬁrst arrive, and dispersal is an inherently
stochastic process. However, the relative importance of
dispersal limitation and historical contingency vs.
deterministic biological interactions is still hotly debated
(e.g., Drake 1991, Hubbell 2001, Chase 2003, Fargione
et al. 2003, Turnbull et al. 2005a, b).
The ﬁrst explanations as to why certain species were
able to successfully invade new communities were
certainly deterministic in nature and focussed mainly
on the biology of the invaders (see, e.g., Elton 1958). For
instance, some species appeared to be more successful
than others at dispersing to new sites, at entering new
communities, or at reaching high population sizes and
suppressing residents (Crawley 1986, Drake et al. 1989).
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This observation led to a focus on the properties of these
species and their associated ‘‘invasiveness’’ (Baker 1967,
Sutherland 2004, Richardson and Pysek 2006).
Conversely, invasion success might be related to the
biology of the invaded or resident community; for
example, more diverse communities tend to be more
invasion resistant (Crawley 1987, Burke and Grime
1996). This may occur because particular resident
species or functional groups provide invasion resistance
(Crawley et al. 1999, Levine and D’Antonio 1999,
Symstad 2000, Hector et al. 2001, Dukes 2002, van
Ruijven et al. 2003, Fargione and Tilman 2005) and
these species or functional groups are more likely to be
found in higher-diversity communities. The importance
of particular species for community invasion resistance
is therefore analogous to a sampling effect in biodiversity–productivity relationships (Hector et al. 2001,
Wardle 2001).
Finally, interactions between the invader and the
invaded community might be key to understanding
invasion success, analogous to a complementarity effect
in biodiversity–productivity relationships (Hector et al.
2001, Fargione et al. 2003). In this case, not only the
identity of the invader or the composition of the resident
community, but the match between invaders and
communities plus the respective species abundances
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would be most important in determining the outcome of
invasion (e.g., Fargione et al. 2003, Turnbull et al.
2005b, Strauss et al. 2006). Thus, just like species
coexistence in established communities, invasion and
community reassembly would be controlled by densitydependent stabilizing mechanisms (Chesson 2000).
These stabilizing mechanisms would be expected to
facilitate invasion by species or functional groups that
are most different from abundant residents (MacArthur
and Levins 1967, Abrams 1983, Emery 2007).
The most well-known and studied complementarity
mechanism within temperate communities is based on
resource-use niches (e.g., Harpole and Tilman 2007),
which could lead to preferential invasion by species with
complementary resource requirements compared with
the residents (Fargione et al. 2003, Questad and Foster
2008). Increased invasion resistance of species-rich
communities could, according to this hypothesis, be
attributed to the lack of unconsumed resources, as some
invasion studies have indicated (e.g., Knops et al. 1999,
Hector et al. 2001, Fargione et al. 2003). Another
stabilizing mechanism potentially underlying invasion
patterns is the presence of pathogens or herbivores—for
which the invader is a host or resource—in a community
that contains species closely related to the invader. This
mechanism is similar to the Janzen-Connell effect, in
which the presence of adult trees reduces the recruitment
success of conspeciﬁc juveniles in tropical forests
(Janzen 1970, Connell 1971, Augspurger and Kelly
1984). We have previously found evidence for this
mechanism, operating via negative soil feedbacks, in a
temperate grassland community where it was a powerful
promoter of coexistence between competing functional
groups (Petermann et al. 2008). Hence, this pathogendriven feedback could similarly affect invasion patterns
and community reassembly after invasion. Because
functional groups are based on species traits, taxonomy,
or both (for details regarding the functional-group
classiﬁcation in this paper, see Methods: Experimental
design, below), we expect species within functional
groups to share more pests and pathogens (Gilbert
and Webb 2007) and to have more similar resource
requirements and resource-use patterns (Fargione et al.
2003). If invasion and community assembly are driven
by one of these two stabilizing mechanisms, betweenfunctional-group effects would be expected to be
stronger than within-functional-group effects.
In contrast to these deterministic explanations,
invasion and community assembly could be independent
of the biology of the species and instead be strongly
inﬂuenced by chance (Hubbell and Foster 1986, Hubbell
2001). If invasion into new communities is viewed in the
light of island-biogeographic theory (MacArthur and
Wilson 1963, 1967) the probability of colonization by
new species inevitably decreases with increasing species
richness of the resident community because a larger
fraction of the total species pool has already arrived and
established. Thus, a negative relationship between
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community richness and the number of invading species
would be expected. At the same time, the number of
species going extinct is predicted to increase with
increasing resident species richness, as, for the same
area, population sizes are smaller in diverse communities. Equilibrium richness is reached when extinction and
colonization rates become equal. Under this neutral
scenario, the compositions of the assembling communities would be random, meaning that they are not
predictable based on the biology of the species, but
instead governed only by demographic and dispersal
stochasticity (Hubbell 2001). In the case of established
communities of different initial richness and composition, invasion of new species and subsequent community
reassembly would then lead to the convergence of
species richness but not of composition, even under
identical environmental conditions (Fukami et al. 2005).
This was indeed found by two recent studies examining
spontaneous invasion via natural dispersal into experimental grassland communities of originally different
richness levels and compositions (Pﬁsterer et al. 2004,
Rixen et al. 2008). Species have often been shown to be
limited by their dispersal abilities (Turnbull et al. 2000,
Clark et al. 2007), and propagule pressure has been
identiﬁed as a major driver of invasion and community
assembly (e.g., Kolar and Lodge 2001). Thus, the
compositional divergence of different communities
observed in spontaneous-invasion studies may well be
due to dispersal stochasticity. On the other hand, initial
ﬂoristic composition (Egler 1954, Collins et al. 1995) or
the order of species arrivals (Drake 1990, Chase 2003,
Zhang and Zhang 2007) may prevent compositional
convergence. In that case, the communities‘ colonization
and establishment history may override all other
assembly mechanisms and may have a dominant
inﬂuence on the ﬁnal composition of reassembled
communities (Drake 1991).
The functioning of plant communities, for example in
terms of primary productivity, has been found to be a
function of species richness (Tilman et al. 1996, 2001,
Hector et al. 1999), phylogenetic diversity (Cadotte et al.
2008), functional richness (Tilman et al. 1997, Hector et
al. 1999), evenness (Wilsey and Potvin 2000, Polley et al.
2003, Hillebrand et al. 2008), and composition (Hooper
and Vitousek 1997, Tilman et al. 1997, Spehn et al. 2005;
for further references see Balvanera et al. [2006]).
Therefore, if invasion leads to changes in these
properties, it is expected to directly or indirectly
inﬂuence community functioning (Chase 2003, Hooper
et al. 2005). However, the consequences of invasion for
the invaded communities, especially with regard to their
functioning, are rarely considered (Pﬁsterer et al. 2004,
Rixen et al. 2008).
In the present study, we use an established grassland
biodiversity experiment with a species richness and
functional-group richness gradient maintained by weeding to study the reassembly of communities by invasion
and the resulting effects on ecosystem functioning. After
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opening communities with different initial compositions
to spontaneous invasion and to invasion assisted by seed
addition, we examine whether invasion and reassembly
processes are dominated by the biological characteristics
of residents or invaders, by the chance effects of
dispersal, or by the compositional history of the resident
community. Furthermore, we assess the consequence of
invasion, not only for richness and composition but also
for the functioning of reassembled communities in terms
of primary productivity. We show that invasion is
biologically predictable on a functional-group basis and
only weakly dependent on dispersal effects. Invasion
complements species richness and functional composition and thus leads to the decay of positive species
richness–productivity relationships. We suggest that the
observed community reassembly processes were driven
by both resource complementarity and pathogen effects.
METHODS
Experimental design
The present study was carried out within a large
experimental platform at Jena, Germany (50855 0 N,
11835 0 E). The Jena Experiment is a long-term grassland
biodiversity–ecosystem functioning experiment (Roscher et al. 2004). It is situated in the ﬂoodplain of the river
Saale at an altitude of 130 m above sea level and until
2001 it was used for agricultural crops. The experimental
grassland plots were established by sowing in spring
2002. The mean annual air temperature is 9.38C; the
mean annual precipitation is 587 mm.
Seventy-eight experimental plots were sown with
randomly assembled species assemblages of 1, 2, 4, 8,
or 16 species. The total species pool of the experiment
consisted of 60 native central European plant species
common in seminatural grasslands. Four plots containing all 60 species were also sown. Prior to assembling
experimental communities, the species were grouped
into four functional groups according to a cluster
analysis using ecological and morphological traits (16
grasses, 12 legumes, 12 small herbs, 20 tall herbs;
Roscher et al. 2004). Each functional group was
represented at each richness level. In addition, the
number of functional groups was varied within speciesrichness levels as much as possible, including 16 speciesrichness levels with only one functional group, so that
the design was almost completely orthogonal with
respect to functional-group composition and species
richness (Roscher et al. 2004). There were 16 different
species in monoculture; 16 different species compositions at richness levels 2, 4, and 8; and 14 different
species compositions at richness level 16 (see Appendix
C: Table C1). The plots had a size of 20 3 20 m and were
arranged in four blocks. In addition, each plot was
assigned x- and y-coordinates to account for geographical position in later analyses. All plots were mown twice
a year and did not receive fertilizer.
Within each plot, we marked four 2 3 2.25 m subplots
for our invasion experiment (see Plate 1). One pair of
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subplots was used for the invasion treatment ‘‘cessation
of weeding’’ (C) and one pair for the treatment
‘‘weeding’’ (W). In each subplot pair, one subplot was
randomly assigned to the deliberate seed-addition
treatment (þ), and the other received only spontaneous-invader seeds (). The seed-addition treatment
included seeds of all species from the original experimental pool of 60 species and we therefore refer to them
as ‘‘internal invaders’’ if they are not part of the sown
community of a speciﬁc plot. Seeds were added at a rate
of 1000 viable (according to standard laboratory tests)
seeds/m2 in April 2005 divided equally among the 60
species. Among the spontaneously (¼ naturally) invading species there were both ‘‘internal invaders’’ and
‘‘external invaders,’’ the latter not belonging to the
original pool of 60 species but occurring in the
surroundings of the ﬁeld site. Thus, our experimental
design consisted of the following four subplots: subplot
‘‘W’’ was weeded twice a year like the remainder of the
larger 20 3 20 m plot to maintain the original set of
species (‘‘residents’’) and served as the control (‘‘closed’’
community). In subplot ‘‘Wþ’’ internal invader seeds
were added and external invader species were removed
by weeding, so that only internal invaders could
establish. In subplot ‘‘C’’ weeding was stopped at the
end of 2004; hence, internal invaders and external
invaders could enter the community spontaneously. In
subplot ‘‘Cþ’’ weeding was also stopped at the end of
2004, so that internal and external species could invade
spontaneously; additionally, internal-invader seeds were
added. Generally, soil disturbance caused by weeding
was kept to a minimum by using small knives to cut
weed roots and remove them carefully and by all
maintenance being done before the development of a
closed canopy (early April at the start of the growing
season, and July after the ﬁrst mowing).
We harvested aboveground plant biomass (above 3
cm) twice a year for three years after the start of the
invasion experiment, i.e., from year 4–6 after the initial
establishment of the plots. Harvests were timed to
coincide with typical grassland harvest times in central
Europe (late May and August). In each subplot we
randomly selected an area 20 3 50 cm for harvest. We
sorted the harvested plant material into species, except
in the ﬁrst of the two harvests in 2005, when we only
sorted into residents, internal invaders, and external
invaders, and noted the number of species in each
category. Harvested biomass was dried and weighed.
Comparative data from weeded monocultures of all 60
species and weeded 60-species mixtures were available
from another study within the Jena Experiment (Marquand et al. 2009).
Data analysis
We analyzed the biomass and the number of species of
residents and internal and external invaders as a
function of the design variables and covariates with
ordinary mixed-model analyses of variance (Snedecor
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and Cochran 1980). Fixed and random terms were ﬁtted
sequentially by multiple regression and results summarized in analysis of variance (ANOVA) tables (for more
details, see Schmid et al. [2002]). Biomass (in g/m2) was
analyzed as a yearly total, and species richness (per
harvest quadrat) as an average of the two harvests per
year. Because sown resident-species richness in the plots
was highly correlated with realized resident-species
richness in the harvested area at the start of our
experiment, we used sown plot richness in all analyses
that investigate the inﬂuence of preinvasion community
properties on invasion. Results did not change when
realized richness was used. The number of internal
invader species and their biomass was analyzed on a
functional-group basis in a ‘‘home–away’’ contrast
analysis. This allowed a test of the difference in invasion
success between communities where each functional
group occurred among the residents (‘‘home’’) and
where it did not (‘‘away’’). In the home–away biomass
analysis we included only data from 2006 and 2007, as
the biomass of individual functional groups was only
available for one of the two harvests in 2005.
The ﬁrst section of this paper focuses on the inﬂuence
of community properties and invader-species characteristics on invasion success. Therefore, only data from
invaded subplots were used (C, Cþ, and Wþ) in the
respective analyses. The second section of the paper
deals with community changes in response to invasion.
Thus, the development of the non-invaded subplot (W)
was compared with invaded subplots that contained the
full invader range (external and internal invaders: C
and Cþ). All analyses that classify invaders by
functional group exclude external invaders because the
grouping of internal species into functional groups was
based on an a priori cluster analysis (see Experimental
design, above) and external invaders occurred in very
low species numbers and abundance. Data were
analyzed using the statistical software R 2.7.2 (R
Development Core Team 2008) and GenStat, eleventh
edition (VSN International 2008). All error bars and
errors accompanying mean values represent 61 standard error of the mean.
RESULTS
Community invasibility
Following the cessation of the weeding regime,
communities of residents accumulated increasing numbers of invader species with time. However, the number
and biomass of internal invader species (species that
belonged to the species pool of the experiment) and
external invader species decreased with increasing
resident-species richness, i.e., resistance to invasion
increased with resident-species richness (Fig. 1, F1,63 ¼
80.23, P , 0.001 for the number of internal invader
species; F1,63 ¼ 32.03, P , 0.001 for internal-invader
biomass; F1,67 ¼ 22.03, P , 0.001 for the number of
external invader species; F1,67 ¼ 13.61, P , 0.001 for
external-invader biomass; full ANOVAs can be found in
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Appendix C: Tables C2–C4). For internal invaders, this
effect may in part be due to the decrease in the number
of potential internal invader species in more diverse
plots (MacArthur and Wilson 1967, Hector et al. 2001).
However, this cannot apply to external invaders because
their number is not intrinsically related to the number of
resident species. Because the biomass of the resident
community increased with sown species richness, we
tested its direct effect on invader success by including
resident biomass as a covariate in the analysis. Resident
biomass had a strong negative effect on the number and
biomass of internal and external invader species (F1, 920
¼ 106.20, P , 0.001 for the number of internal invader
species; F1, 920 ¼ 514.27, P , 0.001 for internal-invader
biomass; F1, 160 ¼ 79.32, P , 0.001 for the number of
external invader species; F1, 160 ¼ 10.36, P ¼ 0.002 for
external-invader biomass). Nevertheless, the inclusion of
resident biomass as a covariate did not affect the
signiﬁcance of subsequent terms in the ANOVA,
indicating that resident biomass effects were additive
to the other effects.
Invasiveness
Internal invader species were much more successful
than external invaders in invading new communities,
even if their seeds were not added deliberately. On
average, internal invaders made up 85% of all invader
species and 95% of total invader biomass (Fig. 1).
Compared with the spontaneous-invasion treatment, the
deliberate addition of seeds of internal invaders further
increased the number of successfully invading internal
species when resident species richness was low (Fig. 1a,
F1, 596 ¼ 47.44, P , 0.001 for the interaction ‘‘Species
richness 3 Seed addition’’) and increased internalinvader biomass at all species-richness levels (Fig. 1c,
F1, 595 ¼ 8.4, P ¼ 0.004 for the term ‘‘Seed addition’’).
External invaders were neither negatively nor positively
affected by the experimental addition of seeds of internal
species (Fig. 1b, d, F1,75 ¼ 2.47, P ¼ 0.120 for the number
of external invader species; and F1,75 ¼ 0.80, P ¼ 0.375
for external-invader biomass). Furthermore, there was
no effect of external invaders on invasion success of
internal invaders (F1, 155 ¼ 0.25, P ¼ 0.620 for the
number of external invader species; F1, 155 ¼ 0.28, P ¼
0.600 for external-invader biomass).
Because of the small biomass contribution of external
invaders further analyses were carried out only for
internal invaders. Among internal invaders, functional
groups and species still varied widely in their ability to
establish in new communities. The most successful
invading functional groups in terms of the number of
established species were grasses and small herbs (1.2 6
0.01 and 1.1 6 0.01 invader species per harvest quadrat,
respectively, vs. 0.6 6 0.01 legume and 0.6 6 0.01 tallherb invader species per quadrat [mean 6 SE]). Grass
and legume invaders produced the highest biomass (89
6 4 g/m2 and 87 6 4 g/m2, vs. 57 6 4 g/m2 and 35 6 4
g/m2 for small-herb and tall-herb invaders, respectively).
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FIG. 1. (a, b) The number of species and (c, d) the biomass of internal and external invaders as a function of resident-species
richness (log scale). The solid lines represent subplots without seed addition, and the dashed lines represent subplots with seed
addition (see Methods: Experimental design for details). The data (mean 6 SE) were averaged over the six harvests from years
2005–2007. Note the change in the y-axis scale for the internal and external invaders. For statistical analysis, see Appendix C:
Table C2.

When all internal invaders were examined separately at
the species level, we found that the invasiveness of a
species in terms of biomass production in a new
community was weakly positively correlated with its
aboveground biomass in monoculture (R 2 ¼ 0.15, F1,57 ¼
10.14, P ¼ 0.002) but strongly positively correlated with
its aboveground biomass in 60-species mixtures (R 2 ¼
0.51, F1,55 ¼ 55.29, P , 0.001). Thus, the best predictor
of invader performance was resident performance of the
particular species in highly diverse resident communities.
The success of invader species or functional groups
also depended on the interaction between the invader
and the resident species in a community. Both the
number of internal invader species and their biomass

were reduced when the functional group they belonged
to was already present among the residents (‘‘home’’),
compared to when it was absent (‘‘away,’’ Fig. 2). We
analyzed this negative interaction (negative home–away
effect) between the same resident and invading functional groups as a separate contrast within all resident
and invading functional-group interactions and found it
to be signiﬁcant (F1,11 ¼ 37.94, P , 0.001 for species
number; F1,11 ¼ 6.50, P ¼ 0.027 for biomass). Additional
interactions between resident and invader functional
groups also inﬂuenced invader success. However, these
other interactions were less important than the negative
home–away effect, and the latter was even signiﬁcant
when tested against these other interactions (i.e., the
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FIG. 2. Negative home–away effect when plants invade communities where their functional group is already present. (a) The
number of internal invader species and (b) the internal-invader biomass are shown separated into four functional groups, with
paired bars representing plots where the same functional group (FG) is already present with at least one species (white bars,
‘‘home’’) or where the same FG is not yet present (gray bars, ‘‘away’’). Data are means 6 SE. (c) Log-ratio of the home and away
biomass of the internal invaders: log(biomass at home/biomass away). Negative log-ratio values correspond to a disadvantage in a
home plot (negative home–away effect); positive log-ratio values indicate a home-plot advantage (positive home–away effect). The
effect is based on FG–home and FG–away invasion, but each bar represents a single internal invader species (the number by each
bar identiﬁes each of the invader species; for species names see Appendix A). Almost all of the dominant invader species (black bars
indicating average biomass in home and away communities .10 g/m2) experience negative home–away effects, whereas subordinate
species (white bars indicating average biomass in home and away communities ,0.1 g/m2) show mostly positive home–away
effects. The data were averaged across the three subplots (across the spontaneous-invasion [C] and seed-addition [Cþ and Wþ]
treatments), across four harvests from 2006–2007, and across species-richness levels (range: 1–16 species). For statistical analysis,
see Appendix C: Table C2.

deviation from main contrast). We found a stronger
negative home–away effect with seed addition than with
spontaneous invasion (F1,11 ¼ 20.41, P , 0.001 for the
number of species; F1,11 ¼ 6.65, P ¼ 0.026 for biomass).
Because we could not distinguish between invader and
resident individuals of the same species, species-level
home–away effects on invader biomass could not be

measured. However, when negative home–away effects
on invader biomass at the functional-group level were
examined separately for all species, it became apparent
that about two thirds of the species experienced these
negative home–away effects. They were strongest for
species that were generally successful invaders (in terms
of biomass production), while species with generally low
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FIG. 3. Convergence of species richness in invaded communities. Note that species richness in weeded controls (gray lines)
could only decline because all invaders were weeded out and were therefore not included in harvests. The species richness of invaded
communities (black lines) includes residents and invaders: (a) black solid lines show spontaneous invasion (C); (b) black dashed
lines show seed addition (Cþ). Data are means 6 SE. The numbers at the beginning of each line depict the average species richness
per 20 3 50 cm harvest quadrat of the respective communities in 2003, prior to the start of the invasion experiment. For statistical
analysis, see Appendix C: Table C5.

invasiveness experienced neutral to positive home–away
effects (Fig. 2c).
Community convergence through invasion
Species richness, functional richness, and productivity.—Following the cessation of weeding, total species
richness of communities with initially low richness
experienced a major richness increase while those
communities with the highest original species richness
showed a slight decrease in species richness, leading to
convergence in species richness due to invasion (Fig. 3,
F1, 224 ¼ 20.98, P , 0.001 for the interaction ‘‘Species
richness [log2] 3 Invasion 3 Year’’; the full ANOVA can
be found in Appendix C: Table C5). At the same time,
the number of resident species in the weeded controls
remained relatively constant. Seed addition caused the
total species richness of the invaded communities to
increase slightly more rapidly than in communities with
spontaneous invasion (F1, 224 ¼ 3.02, P ¼ 0.084 for the
interaction ‘‘Species richness [log2] 3 Seed addition 3
Year’’), especially in communities with originally low
resident-species richness, and to reach somewhat higher
levels at the end of the observation period (F1, 224 ¼
27.46, P , 0.001 for the interaction ‘‘Seed addition 3
Year’’). If the lines in Fig. 3a were extended beyond
2007, monocultures and 60-species mixtures were
predicted to cross in 2009 at a richness level of 12
species (per harvest quadrat) with only spontaneous
invasion, whereas the lines for communities receiving
deliberate seed additions (Fig. 3b) were predicted to
cross in 2008 at a level of 15 species. This suggests that
with the pressure of seed addition, species richness

converges more rapidly. The number of resident species
remained stable during the invasion phase in all plots
except the 16- and 60-species mixtures, where slight
decreases over time were observed (data for residents
not shown separately). All increases in species richness
were entirely due to newly establishing invader species
and not to a reinvasion of previously extinct residents.
While species richness had not fully converged by the
end of the experiment, functional richness increased
rapidly in invaded communities and in the last year of
observation, 69 and 77 out of 82 communities in the
spontaneous-invasion and seed-addition treatments,
respectively, contained all four functional groups, even
in the rather small area that was harvested. In contrast,
only 12 out of 82 control communities contained all four
functional groups in an area of the same size. Shannon
diversity indices for functional-group (FG) richness
remained low in weeded controls until the end of the
observation period (H ¼ 0.55 6 0.02 if based on the
relative number of species in each FG and H ¼ 0.41 6
0.02 if based on the relative biomass in each FG) but
increased in spontaneous-invasion (H ¼ 1.22 6 0.02 if
based on the number of species and H ¼ 0.94 6 0.02 if
based on biomass) and seed-addition treatments (H ¼
1.30 6 0.02 if based on the number of species and H ¼
1.06 6 0.02 if based on biomass). Not only did invasion
lead to high FG richness but also to the convergence of
FG proportions to similar levels in previously different
communities (Fig. 4 and Appendix B: Fig. B1). The
average composition of the biomass in invaded subplots
at the end of the experiment was 30% grasses, 29%
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FIG. 4. Convergence of the proportion of biomass accounted for by the four functional groups. Observed (realized) proportions
were calculated as observed biomass of the respective functional group per observed total target biomass. Here, external invaders
were excluded because they could not be grouped into the same four functional groups, so target species in this case were residents
in weeded controls (gray lines, W), but residents and internal invaders in non-weeded subplots (black lines in the left column show
spontaneous invasion, C; black dashed lines in the right column show seed addition, Cþ). Data are means 6 SE. Legumes and
small herbs were originally sown (2002) in the following proportions: 0, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3125, 0.375, 0.5, and 1. The proportions of tall
herbs originally sown were: 0, 0.25, 0.3125, 0.333, 0.375, 0.5, and 1. The proportions for grasses sown were: 0, 0.25, 0.267, 0.3125,
0.375, 0.5, and 1. In 2005 data were only collected in August; in 2006 and 2007 they were collected in both May and August (the
average of the harvests is shown).

legumes, 24% small herbs, and 17% tall herbs, and thus
showed very high functional evenness.
Community biomass was much more variable than
species richness and functional richness, and this was
largely due to the biomass of resident species varying

between years. The biomass of invaders increased over
the course of the experiment (F1, 921 ¼ 154.69, P ,
0.001), except in the 60-species mixtures, where it
remained close to 0. In general, total community
biomass increased from 2005 to 2007 in invaded
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FIG. 5. Observed (realized) species richness–productivity relationships over the course of three years (note y-axis log scale). The
light gray line and circles depict the weeded control (no-invaders treatment, W), the solid black line and dark gray circles depict
the spontaneous-invasion treatment (C), and the dashed line and dark gray triangles depict the seed-addition treatment (Cþ).
Note that regression lines are drawn only across the range of observed species-richness values occurring in that respective treatment
(one single outlier in 2006 and two in 2007, all three with very high biomass, are not shown). For statistical analysis, see Appendix
C: Table C6.

communities (F1, 224 ¼ 16.54, P , 0.001 for the
interaction ‘‘Invasion 3 Year’’) but increased most
strongly in communities with originally low residentspecies richness. Therefore, communities of different
levels of original species richness and hence different
community biomass production became more similar
following invasion (F1, 150 ¼ 14.99 P , 0.001 for the
interaction Species richness [log2] 3 Invasion).
Biodiversity–productivity relationship.—At the beginning of the experiment in 2005 we found a positive
realized species richness–productivity relationship in all
subplots (Fig. 5a). This relationship was maintained
across the three years in the weeded control subplots
(gray lines in Fig. 5). However, in the subplots that were
opened to invasion the positive relationship decayed
over time (black lines in Fig. 5; Appendix C: Table C6;
F1, 239 ¼ 5.80, P ¼ 0.017 for the interaction Realized
richness [log2] 3 Invasion 3 Year). This decay occurred
more rapidly in subplots with deliberate seed addition
than in subplots with only spontaneous invasion; the
positive relationship had disappeared by 2006 in
subplots where invasion was assisted by seed addition,
and by 2007 in subplots with spontaneous invasion (Fig.
5).
In contrast to the species richness–productivity
relationship, the relationships between the proportion
of particular functional groups (based on their realized
biomass) and community productivity did not decay due
to invasion but rather strengthened (Fig. 6; Appendix C:
Table C7). Thus, invaded communities with an aboveaverage proportion of legumes had above-average
productivity; and invaded communities with an above-

average proportion of small herbs had below-average
productivity. The most productive invaded plots (Fig.
6b, c) were originally mainly grass and small-herb
monocultures (e.g., Poa pratensis, Festuca pratensis,
Bellis perennis, Plantago lanceolata) or non-legume
mixtures (e.g., a Plantago media–Taraxacum ofﬁcinale
mixture, and a four-species tall-herb mixture) and had
obtained their high, probably unstable, legume proportions via invasion. In contrast, the least productive
invaded plots (Fig. 6e, f ) were those where small herbs
had been present in high proportions from the beginning
and had not yet been reduced to the average level of
around 24%. Most of these small-herb-dominated
communities contained Prunella vulgaris and Ajuga
reptans, two small-herb species that can form dense
ground cover and can thus slow down invasion by other
functional groups. Among the non-invaded communities, plots with 0% or 100% legumes were less productive
than others, and plots with 0% small herbs were slightly
less productive than those with a small proportion of
small herbs.
DISCUSSION
Invasibility and invasiveness
Our experiment conﬁrms previous ﬁndings, that
experimental communities with higher numbers of
resident species are more resistant to invasion from
both internal and external invaders than species-poor
communities (Tilman 1997, Knops et al. 1999, Joshi et
al. 2000, Levine 2000, Naeem et al. 2000, Hector et al.
2001, Kennedy et al. 2002, Fargione et al. 2003, van
Ruijven et al. 2003, Pﬁsterer et al. 2004, Maron and
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FIG. 6. Legume proportion–productivity relationships and small-herb proportion–productivity relationships in the ﬁnal year of
the experiment: (a, d) control, W; (b, e) spontaneous-invasion treatment, C; and (c, f ) seed-addition treatment, Cþ. The plotted
symbol size is proportional to the original proportion of the respective functional group in the plot. Note that ﬁtted lines are drawn
only when the relationship is signiﬁcant at P , 0.05 and only across the range of realized proportion values occurring in that
respective treatment (three outliers with very high biomass were excluded). For statistical analysis, see Appendix C: Table C7.

Marler 2008, Roscher et al. 2009a). We also found that
the invasion process was highly nonrandom on the
functional-group level. Invasion success was partly
related to the identity of the invader and to the presence
of particular functional groups (e.g., legumes) in the
resident community. However, invasion success was
most strongly dependent on the biological difference
between the invader and the invaded community
(Strauss et al. 2006, Suter et al. 2007), permitting species
that belonged to a functional group absent from a
community to invade more easily than species belonging
to a functional group already present (Fargione et al.
2003, Turnbull et al. 2005b, Mwangi et al. 2007). This
strong negative interaction between residents and
invaders of the same functional group could be due to
overlapping resource requirements (e.g., Knops et al.
1999, Naeem et al. 2000, Fargione et al. 2003, Mwangi et
al. 2007) or to the presence of natural enemies
(Petermann et al. 2008). We discuss these possibilities
in more detail in the next section. However, that the
strongest invader species in our study were most
strongly inhibited by this negative effect (see Fig. 2c) is
supportive of its important role as a stabilizing force in
community assembly (Chesson 2000, Chave 2004).

Effects of invasion on community
properties and functioning
After our experimental communities were opened to
invasion, initially species-poor communities were supplemented with high numbers of invader species. In
contrast, originally species-rich communities tended to
lose resident species and our experimental communities
converged towards species-richness levels very similar to
natural grasslands adjacent to our study plots (15–19
species per harvest quadrat). This suggests a shift of the
experimentally assembled communities toward naturally
assembled communities, at least in terms of species
richness, and supports similar ﬁndings from invaded
grasslands by Pﬁsterer et al. (2004) and Rixen et al.
(2008). However, their studies lacked a weeded control
and a seed-addition treatment, and did not analyze
whether invaders entered the community in a random or
deterministic way. Both studies observed very little
compositional convergence suggesting that stochastic
effects strongly inﬂuenced the reassembly of their
communities (but perhaps the short observation time
(Pﬁsterer et al. 2004) or slow plant growth in an alpine
habitat (Rixen et al. 2008) also had an inﬂuence). In
contrast, in the present study nonrandom invasion led to
a rapid convergence of functional-group composition
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PLATE 1. Three main plots (20 3 20 m) of the Jena Experiment in the foreground, with the invasion subplots discernible by the
conspicuous white ﬂowers of invading oxeye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare). Photo credit: Forschergruppe—the Jena Experiment.

among plots and resulted in a high functional richness
and evenness of most invaded communities by the end of
the experiment. Our experimental communities apparently reassembled toward a common community structure determined by site conditions. As a consequence of
this reassembly, the communities lost their positive
species richness–productivity relationship as indicated
by previous experiments (Pﬁsterer et al. 2004, Rixen et
al. 2008, Roscher et al. 2009b). Interestingly, observational biodiversity–ecosystem functioning studies within
single sites similarly do not ﬁnd positive species
richness–productivity relationships. Thus, our results
from reassembled experimental communities help to
reconcile apparently contrasting experimental and observational ﬁndings (Schmid and Hector 2004, Hector et
al. 2007).
In contrast to the rapid decay of the positive species
richness–productivity relationship, relationships between functional-group proportions and productivity
were maintained or even strengthened in invaded
communities. More speciﬁcally, invaded communities
with a high proportion of legumes produced more
biomass, and even outperformed non-invaded communities containing only legumes (for a detailed analysis of
functional-group contributions to productivity in noninvaded communities of the Jena Experiment see
Marquard et al. 2009). In contrast, invaded (and noninvaded) communities with a high proportion of small
herbs produced less biomass than other communities.
Some of these unproductive small herb communities
proved to be rather resistant to invasion, potentially due
to a dense ground cover, representing a historical effect
on community structure (Drake 1991). We know from

another experiment within the same site that the manual
removal of these unproductive species leads to a rapid
increase in community biomass even with a loss of
species richness (Schmitz 2007).
While invasion by legumes was beneﬁcial for community productivity, communities that initially contained only legumes were not those with a high
proportion of legumes after invasion, indicating that
high legume proportions in these communities are not
sustainable in the longer term and are easily invaded in
spite of their high productivity. Indeed, the invasion of
legume-only communities by other functional groups
sometimes led to decreased productivity of the resulting
communities. It could be argued that if nonrandom
invasion was mainly due to resource complementarity it
should lead to increased community productivity
because of the use of otherwise-unconsumed resources
by the invader. This argument is valid except for the
rather unlikely case that invaders enter the community
based on available resources but then ‘‘waste’’ resources,
decreasing community productivity due to their inefﬁciency. In the case of legumes, unilateral facilitation, i.e.,
the enhancement of other functional groups by legumes
due to their nitrogen-ﬁxing ability (Temperton et al.
2007), would be another explanation for the invasibility
by less productive functional groups. It is more likely,
however, that pathogen-driven negative feedbacks promoted the nonrandom invasion of all functional groups
into plots where pathogens of that speciﬁc functional
group had not yet accumulated; in other words where
their pathogen-free niche was vacant (Turnbull et al.
2005b, Mwangi et al. 2007, Petermann et al. 2008). For
legumes in particular, this mechanism is supported by
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reports on the general instability of experimental legume
monocultures, which often suffer from extensive pathogen attack (Pﬁsterer et al. 2004).
The inﬂuence of dispersal limitation
Our seed-addition treatment was intended to reduce
the inﬂuence of dispersal stochasticity on invasion and
community convergence. Indeed, we found that the
number of invader species, and, to a smaller extent,
invader biomass, was lower in the spontaneous-invasion
treatment without experimental seed input. This indicates that even those species that were already present at
the site were dispersal limited (Roscher et al. 2009a).
Under neutrality, dispersal limitation and the resulting
stochasticity in colonization rates are key factors
shaping communities (Hubbell 2001, Chase 2003, Chase
2007). With dispersal limitation we would expect a
greater stochastic and a smaller deterministic component in the reassembly process (Chase 2007). This was
exactly what we found: the deterministic control by
functional groups was weaker in plots exposed only to
spontaneous seed arrivals and the convergence process
slower than when seeds were experimentally added.
However, invasion into plots with only spontaneous
dispersal was still deterministic on a functional-group
basis and led to analogous community convergence in
terms of species richness, functional richness, and
productivity and to a decay of the species richness–
productivity relationship. This supports our conclusion
that the deterministic, biological component of community assembly was more important than chance in
shaping post-assembly communities, at least in terms
of their functional structure. While our experiment was
not designed to test species-level determinism, we
hypothesize that the nonrandom assembly mechanisms
we observed may still operate among species within
functional groups, even if in a less stringent way than
among species between functional groups.
By following randomly assembled communities of
different species and functional composition for three
years after opening them to spontaneous and assisted
invasion we have shown that invasion success is strongly
controlled by the richness of the community and
operates in a biologically predictable way, at least on
the functional-group level. Speciﬁcally, invasion enhances low species richness and rebalances functional-group
composition. Consequently, communities with different
richness and compositional histories converge at nearly
maximum functional richness and evenness, regardless
of dispersal limitation, thus rejecting purely neutral
concepts of community assembly. Furthermore, we have
shown that the invasion process can lead to reduced
productivity because communities of high productivity
are not necessarily stable. This suggests a role for
pathogens as drivers of community assembly, rather
than a full control of ﬂoristic compositions by different
resource requirements of species. We believe that our
results and other work on invasion and assembly within
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native communities not only contribute to the fundamental understanding of how communities are structured and function, but can also help to direct
restoration efforts (Temperton et al. 2004, Funk et al.
2008) and understand, predict, and control nonnative
invasions (Shea and Chesson 2002, Funk et al. 2008).
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APPENDIX A
A list of internal invader species (Ecological Archives E091-030-A1).

APPENDIX B
A ﬁgure depicting convergence of the proportion of the total number of species accounted for by the four functional groups
(Ecological Archives E091-030-A2).

APPENDIX C
One table showing the experimental design and six tables providing the results of statistical analyses (Ecological Archives E091030-A3).

